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Abstract
Post-filtering methods are used in mobile communications

to improve the quality and intelligibility of speech. This paper
introduces a frequency-adaptive post-filtering algorithm that se-
lects from a predefined set of filters the one that reallocates the
largest amount of speech energy from low to high frequencies.
The proposed method and another post-filtering technique were
compared to unprocessed speech in subjective listening tests in
terms of intelligibility. The results indicate that the proposed
method outperforms the reference method in difficult noise con-
ditions.
Index Terms: Speech enhancement, telephone speech, post-
filtering, intelligibility

1. Introduction
Post-processing is used in mobile communications to enhance
the quality and intelligibility of speech that has been degraded
by quantization noise or acoustical background noise in the re-
ceiving side of the communication channel. Post-filtering, a
typical form of post-processing, refers to filtering the decoded
speech signal at the mobile phone receiver with an adaptive fil-
ter. A conventional method aimed at improving the perceptual
quality, introduced in [1], emphasizes spectral peaks and atten-
uates noise components at spectral valleys. This approach has
been developed further in several studies, for instance, a mod-
ified version with a better adaptability to varying noise con-
ditions was proposed in [2]. Many previous studies on post-
filtering focus on improving the quality of speech and they are
typically tested in low to moderate noise conditions [1, 2, 3].
However, mobile phones are also used in situations with diffi-
cult background noise conditions. In these circumstances, qual-
ity is no longer essential and speech intelligibility becomes the
most important factor affecting speech communication.

Post-processing methods have also been developed to im-
prove speech intelligibility. Some of these algorithms are based
on the optimization of different objective measures which are
known to correlate with subjective intelligibility. For instance,
in [4, 5], the maximization of the speech intelligibility index
(SII) was utilized to find the optimal gains for the sub-bands of
the unprocessed speech signal. No subjective tests were, how-
ever, conducted. In [6], selective boosting of frequency regions
with low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) was used to reallocate
speech energy. This work was extended in [7] towards a more
robust implementation with optimization schemes for different
noise types with the glimpse proportion (GP) measure. The op-
timization was done offline and therefore, the method is not suit-
able for real-time implementation. In [8], the maximization of
the likelihood of noisy speech given a statistical model of clean
speech was utilized to derive the optimal band-energy gains.

This technique, however, called for a transcription of the noisy
speech which makes the algorithm applicable for a restricted
domain only.

Another approach to enhance intelligibility is to take ad-
vantage of the phenomena that are used by talkers naturally
when they are trying to overcome communication barriers, such
as noise. For instance in [9], energy reallocation was utilized
to transfer energy from voiced sounds to unvoiced utterances.
In [10], adaptive spectral shaping, aimed at sharpening the for-
mants and reducing the spectral tilt, was combined with dy-
namic range compression. The approach was shown to improve
both objective and subjective intelligibility. In [11], spectral
tilt reduction and formant sharpening were combined in a post-
filtering method that was shown to improve intelligibility in var-
ious noise conditions. Energy reallocation can also be used in
post-filtering algorithms ([12, 13, 14]) by utilizing a high-pass
type post-filter to attenuate the low frequency regions and to en-
hance higher frequencies, effectively transferring more energy
to the high frequency region. While this post-filtering tech-
nique has been shown to result in improved intelligibility, it
might be difficult to adapt to speaker dependent voice character-
istics. In addition, strong high-pass type filtering can reduce the
naturalness of speech [15] and change the voice quality of the
speaker [13]. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have a similar
modification maintaining the naturalness that would still pro-
vide the same improvement in terms of intelligibility.

This study introduces a frequency-adaptive post-filtering
method aimed at improving the intelligibility of narrowband
telephone speech. Although the usage of wideband speech is in-
creasing in mobile communications, narrowband speech is still
prevalent and therefore, a natural choice as the focus of this
study. The proposed post-filter implementation fulfills also the
other requirements set by the mobile communications frame-
work, such as low delay and low computational complexity. The
proposed method was compared to another post-filtering tech-
nique in terms of intelligibility in subjective tests with several
different noise conditions.

2. Methods
A new post-filtering technique, the frequency-adaptive (FA)
post-filter, was developed, and it was compared to a for-
mant equalizing (FE) post-filtering method proposed by Hall et
al. [13]. Both methods are based on the concept of transferring
energy from low to high frequencies. To achieve this, FE uti-
lizes a fixed high-pass type filter whereas FA selects an optimal
filter from a collection of predefined band-stop filters. Both of
the methods have low computational complexity and processing
delay which makes their practical implementation in a mobile
phone receiver feasible.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the FA post-filtering algorithm for voiced frames. The incoming narrowband speech frame is denoted by sNB

and the processed speech frame by sFA. The fast-Fourier transform (FFT) of the speech frame and the optimal filter are denoted by
SNB(k) and FOPT(k), respectively.

Figure 2: The magnitude responses of the FE and FA post-
filters. FE is depicted using a dotted, black line whereas a part
of the filters utilized by the FA method, Fi(k), are plotted using
grey, solid lines.

2.1. FA post-filter

The flowchart of the FA post-filtering algorithm is shown in
Fig. 1. The algorithm utilizes a collection of precomputed fil-
ters, Fi(k), whose stop-bands cover the approximate frequency
range of the first formant (F1), as shown in Fig. 2. The fil-
ters are infinite impulse response (IIR) filters designed with the
procedure given in [16]. Using the spectral envelope of the in-
coming speech frame, the optimal band-stop filter is selected
and the filtering is done in the frequency domain. The energy
removed by the filtering is then reallocated so that the energy
of the processed frame is equalized to the level of the original
speech frame.

The incoming speech signal is processed with a 8-kHz sam-
pling frequency in 20-ms frames which are first windowed with
wn = sin(π/(2N) · (n + 0.5)) [17]. To reduce audible arte-
facts at frame borders, the same window is also applied after
the processing and additionally a 50 % overlap between con-
secutive frames is used. The energy and the gradient-index [18]
are computed from the incoming speech frame, and are used to
classify the frame either as silence, unvoiced speech or voiced
speech. Frames classified as silence are not processed, and for
unvoiced frames, the optimal filter for the previous voiced frame
followed by adaptive gain control (AGC) [19] in the time do-
main are used.

For voiced frames, the optimal filter is selected utilizing the
spectral envelope of the frame as well as an estimate of the fun-
damental frequency (F0) obtained from the adaptive multi-rate

(AMR) speech codec [20]. Male speakers with low F0 usu-
ally have lower F1 than female speakers [21], and therefore, the
F0 estimate is used to restrict the frequency range of the fil-
ters. First, the spectral envelope is computed as the fast-Fourier
transform (FFT) of the linear prediction (LP) coefficients. To
determine the best band-stop filter from the predefined set of
filters, the magnitude of each filter is first multiplied with the
magnitude of the speech spectral envelope. Then, the outputs of
the filtering operations are compared and the filter correspond-
ing to the residual with the smallest energy is selected. The lo-
cation, i.e., the center frequency of the stop-band, of the filter is
compared to the location of the filter used in the previous frame.
Because large changes in the filter location between consecutive
voiced frames might cause audible artefacts, the final optimal
filter, FOPT(k), is a compromise between the filter removing
the most energy from the current frame and the filter utilized in
the previous frame if the difference between their locations in
frequency is large (ΔfMAX = 50 Hz). The distribution of the
frequency locations of the optimal filter for the speech material
used in the listening tests is shown in Fig. 3.

After the optimal filter has been selected, the filtering is
done in the frequency domain as a multiplication of the speech
spectrum, SNB(k), qith the spectrum of the optimal filter,
FOPT(k). The energy equalization of the filtered frame to the
level of the original frame is accomplished in two parts, first
by reallocating a part of the energy in the frequency domain,
and then by equalizing in the time domain. The purpose of this
two-part equalization is to obtain a non-uniform reallocation of
energy, mostly to frequency region above 1 kHz, without pro-
ducing audible artefacts caused by large energy fluctuations in
the 1 kHz to 4 kHz region.

The amount of energy to be reallocated in the frequency do-
main is computed by taking into account the energy removed by
the filtering as well as the amount of energy reallocated in the
previous frame (ΔEMAX = 0.25 dB). The energy is distributed
to the frequency region above 1 kHz with half a Gaussian win-
dow utilized for smoothing. Finally, the time-domain signal is
obtained via inverse FFT (IFFT) and the final energy equaliza-
tion to the level of the incoming speech frame is done in the time
domain. A frequency-domain example of post-filtering speech
with FA is shown in Fig. 4.

2.2. FE post-filter

The FE method introduced by Hall et al. [13] was chosen for
comparison due to the similarity of the approach with the pro-
posed post-filtering method. The algorithm utilizes a fixed high-
pass filter, shown in Fig. 2, which was derived by inverting
the average amplitudes of the first two formants measured from
adult male speakers. The filter was originally intended for wide-
band speech with a 22.05-kHz sampling frequency but it was
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Figure 3: The distribution of the frequency locations of the se-
lected optimal filter, FOPT(k), in the FA method for male and
female speakers. The frequency location denotes the center fre-
quency of the stop-band of the filter. The distributions are com-
puted using the voiced frames in the Finnish speech material
utilized in the listening tests.

modified for narrowband speech using the z transform given in
the original paper [13]. All incoming frames are processed with
the post-filter, after which, the energy level of the processed
frames are equalized to the level of the unprocessed frames us-
ing the AGC.

3. Subjective evaluation
A word-error rate (WER) test was conducted to evaluate the
performance of the two post-filtering algorithms (FA and FE)
in comparison to unprocessed speech (UN). In the test, clean
speech was corrupted with two types of additive noise (station-
ary car noise and unstationary factory noise [22]). The signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) levels were selected based on informal lis-
tening. For both noise types, three SNR levels were generated
to create noise conditions characterized as almost clean, mod-
erate, and severe. For car noise, this procedure resulted in the
following SNR levels: 20 dB, −5 dB and −10 dB. For factory
noise, the corresponding three SNR levels were 20 dB, 0 dB,
and −5 dB. The tests took place in a sound-proofed listening
booth with Sennheiser HD 650 headphones.

The speech material consisted of phonetically balanced sen-
tence material from four speakers (2 males) containing sen-
tences in both Finnish and English [23]. However, only the
Finnish material was used in the present test. The material
has also been calibrated in terms of intelligibility in a previous
study [23].

For the purposes of this test, all speech samples were pre-
processed to resemble narrowband telephone speech. They
were first downsampled to 16 kHz, filtered with the MSIN fil-
ter [24] to simulate mobile station input characteristics, down-
sampled to 8 kHz, and AMR encoded and decoded [20]. After
this, the samples were equalized to −26 dBov with SV56 [24,
25] and post-filtered (conditions FA and FE). Finally, car or fac-
tory noise was added according to the noise condition and the
noisy samples were equalized to −26 dBov with SV56. The
samples were presented to the listeners using a 8-kHz sampling

Figure 4: A frequency domain example of post-filtering by FA
(vowel /e/ produced by a female speaker)

frequency.
Fifteen listeners took part in the listening test. They all eval-

uated their hearing to be normal and were native speakers of
Finnish (except for one listener who was not a native speaker
but spoke fluent Finnish). Before the actual test, a short prac-
tice session was arranged during which the listeners were able
to adjust the volume to a comfortable listening level and there-
after, the volume setting was kept constant throughout the rest
of the test. In the test, the subjects were allowed to play each
sample only once after which they typed the sentence on the
computer. The test session consisted of two parts with a short
break in between and lasted approximately for one hour.

3.1. Results

All obvious spelling errors in the answers given by the test sub-
jects were corrected before computing the percentage of cor-
rect words by scoring the stems and suffices of inflected words
separately. The results were analyzed with a five-way analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) with the noise type (car noise, fac-
tory noise), the SNR level (almost clean, moderate, severe), the
method (FA, FE, UN), and speaker gender (male, female) mod-
eled as fixed variables, and the test subject as a random vari-
able. Such a linear-mixed effects model was selected for the
analysis due to the found robustness of such models against vi-
olations of the assumptions about the normality of the residuals
and the normality of the random effects [26]. The ANOVA indi-
cated that the noise type [F(1,14) = 6.63, p< 0.05], the method
[F(2,28) = 90.57, p� 0.001], the SNR level [F(2,28) = 545.50,
p � 0.001] as well as the interactions between the noise type
and the method [F(2,28) = 13.89, p < 0.001], between the SNR
level and the method [F(4,56) = 5.96, p < 0.001], and between
the noise type, the SNR level and the method [F(4,56) = 3.32, p
< 0.05] had a significant effect on the WER scores.

The marginal means and the 95 % confidence intervals were
computed, and Dunnett’s T3 post-hoc test [27] was applied to
gain more insight into the nature of the effects. The values de-
picted in Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate that no significant differences
exist between the methods at the highest SNR level, and that FA
and FE achieve a significantly lower WER than UN when the
SNR level is decreased. Moreover, the difference is pronounced
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Figure 5: Mean word-error rates (WERs) and 95% confidence
intervals for car noise with three SNR values (20 dB, −5 dB,
−10 dB) aggregated across male and female speakers. The
three methods under comparison are the frequency-adaptive
(FA) and the formant equalizing (FE) post-filters, and unpro-
cessed speech (UN).

at the lowest SNR levels with the two noise types and FA yields
a significantly lower WER than FE with the factory noise at
−5 dB SNR level. The relationship between the WER scores
obtained with FA and FE is similar also with the car noise at
−10 dB SNR, although the difference is not significant in that
condition. Overall, the FA method results in the lowest WER,
and also the FE method yields in lower WER than the UN, as
illustrated by the values depicted in Fig. 7 which contains the
values computed by averaging across all of the different test
scenarios. The use of the post-hoc test verified the statistical
significance of the aforementioned observations.

4. Conclusions
A frequency-adaptive post-filtering method (FA) was intro-
duced and compared to a similar post-filtering approach (FE)
and to unprocessed speech in a subjective intelligibility test in
six background noise conditions. The results indicate that both
FA and FEwere able to provide intelligibility improvement over
unprocessed speech in adverse noise conditions. In addition,
the proposed method received lower error rates on average and
yielded significantly smaller error rates than FE in factory noise
condition at SNR level −5 dB. With car noise, there was no
significant difference in the −10 dB condition but the relation-
ship between the post-filtering algorithms remains similar as in
the case of factory noise. In accordance with the test results,
informal listening indicated that the algorithm produces speech
that stands out clear from the noise without becoming unnatural.
However, it was also observed that some minor distortions are
audible in low noise conditions (e.g. SNR > 20 dB). These can
be most likely avoided by restricting the fluctuations between
consecutive frames.

In addition to the intelligibility improvement provided by
the proposed algorithm, the method can also adapt to speaker-
dependent voice characteristics in a robust manner. The adap-
tation does not require any training of the algorithm offline and
works, therefore, equally effectively for unknown speakers as
well. Furthermore, the algorithm has been designed to work in

Figure 6: Mean word-error rates (WERs) and 95% confidence
intervals for factory noise with three SNR values (20 dB, 0 dB,
−5 dB) aggregated across male and female speakers. The
three methods under comparison are the frequency-adaptive
(FA) and the formant equalizing (FE) post-filters, and unpro-
cessed speech (UN).

Figure 7: Mean word-error rates (WERs) and 95% confidence
intervals aggregated across all test conditions as well as male
and female speakers. The three methods under comparison are
the frequency-adaptive (FA) and the formant equalizing (FE)
post-filters, and unprocessed speech (UN).

mobile devices which means that it operates in real-time with
minimal memory requirements.

The proposed method could be improved, for instance, by
refining the pattern which is used to reallocate energy in the fre-
quency domain. It could be adjusted to better match speaker
characteristics or to emulate modifications naturally produced
by speakers in adverse noise conditions. Additionally, adapta-
tion to the level or the characteristics of the background noise
could be included.
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